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This is an opinion article.

The author cites sources to create a case 
for his argument.

However, inferences are made that might 
not be made in a typical literature review.



What is the slot model?

The idea that visual working memory 
(herein referred to as “VWM”*) consists 
of 3–4 “slots” that can only represent a 

single visual object (p. 431).



* Bays uses “WM” as his abbreviation, 
but I prefer “VWM” as a constant 

reminder that we are talking about visual
working memory rather than working 

memory in general. Luck & Vogel (2013) 
use “VWM” as their abbreviation.



Image source: Super Mario 64 (1996 video game) “select file” screen.

https://www.google.com/search?tbm=isch&q=super+mario+64+save+files
https://www.google.com/search?tbm=isch&q=super+mario+64+save+files
http://www.vizzed.com/play/super-mario-64-wacky-worlds-(v10)-n64-online-nintendo-64-37123-user-screenshots


What are spikes?

• Spikes are the firing of neurons.

• Their timing is probabilistic, roughly like 
the Poisson distribution.

• Recalling a VWM item requires enough 
spikes in the correct neurons (p. 432).



Deterministic Mechanism / Limit

• A “fixed maximum number of 
representations that can be held in 

memory at one time” (p. 431).

• Or: Hard limit, ceiling, upper bound

• Encompasses the slot model and similar 
models.



Implications of the Deterministic Model

• Represents a “hard limit” on VWM objects

• If more items must be remembered than 
slots available, some must be discarded



Implications of the Deterministic Model

•Recall accuracy should have an “abrupt 
discontinuity” (p. 432) when the 
deterministic limit is exceeded.

• However, Bays presents evidence that this 
abrupt discontinuity does not exist.



“Stochastic”

“Randomly determined; having a random 
probability distribution or pattern that 

may be analyzed statistically but may not 
be predicted precisely.”

SOURCE: Oxford Dictionary (U.S. English)

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/american_english/stochastic


Stochastic Mechanism / Model

Or: Resource Model, Continuous Model

“Representations in memory becoming 
increasingly variable as their number 

increases,” until they approach random noise 
(p. 431).



Image source: Wikipedia / public domain: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:TV_noise.jpg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:TV_noise.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:TV_noise.jpg
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:TV_noise.jpg


Key data for Bays’ argument comes from 
analog recall tasks, where the subject 
must give a continuous (not multiple 

choice) response, such as turning a dial 
or selecting a color off a color wheel.





As set size increases in the response dial 
task [data shown for n = {1, 2, 4, 8}], 

variability increases steadily. Accuracy 
degrades gradually, not abruptly as the 

slot model suggests. 





VWM error distributions do not match 
the normal distribution—they have more 

kurtosis.

Therefore, assuming the noise is normally 
distributed or indicative of “guessing” 

may be incorrect (p. 432).



Figure 1-C: Log–log axes indicating that variance should increase 
monotonically with array size (p. 432).

Figure 1-D: Kurtosis from actual experiments is non-normal.



Recall that Brady, Konkle, & Alvarez 
(2011) argued slots are fungible (p. 4)—

for instance, all the slots can be 
dedicated to one item to represent it 

with increased fidelity.

Does Bays (2015) consider this?



Yes.

Bays cites the “slots + averaging” model 
(p. 432–33), which proposes that 2 or 
more slots can contain independent 

representations of the same visual item. 
These slots are “averaged” to reconstruct 

the image more accurately.



Bays contends that, like the traditional 
slots model, the slots + averaging model 

fails to replicate the kurtosis found in 
actual data (p. 433), especially for a small 

number of items, including one item.



Population Coding

A pool of neurons shares encoding of an 
item. “Common throughout the nervous 

system, including visual cortex” (p. 433) —
robust, because any one neuron can fail with 

little impact.

Redundancy — I think of this like a RAID 5 or 
RAID 6 array of hard disk drives.





What does population coding do?

It limits spiking via normalization and 
distribution among visual items, giving a 
“plausible biological basis” for VWM as a 

limited resource (p. 432).



Population coding is provided as 
neurophysiological evidence to 

support the author’s position, as is 
normalization, diffusion, and 

accumulation to bound (p. 437).



Normalization (p. 433–34)

“Explains why variability increases with the 
number of items” (p. 433).

New fMRI evidence suggests this is a broad
phenomenon that occurs across many stimuli 

at once, and even across multiple brain 
regions (p. 434).





Decay (p. 434–35)

• VWM items become less accurate the 
longer they are maintained.

• More items to remember => faster decay

• “Cueing” an item helps to preserve it, but 
other items decay faster



The Attractor Model (p. 434–35)

A possible neurophysiological explanation for 
decay:

• A neural circuit that sustains patterns

• It seems it diffuses over time, rather than 
declining in amplitude







The Attractor Model (cont.)

This is the main issue that Bays identifies 
with using this as a model of VWM:

The normalized attractor model does not 
work with analog recall tasks such as 

recalling two similar colors; two similar 
stimuli simply merge in this model (p. 435).



Recall Latency (p. 435)

• As the number of VWM items increases, 
latency increases

•A strongly skewed distribution
• Decay continues even during retrieval

•Like an accumulation process—reaches a 
“threshold” where the stimulus can be 

retrieved (p. 435).



Binding Errors (p. 435–37)

• Occur when visual features are bound to the 
wrong objects

• Result in inaccurate recall of what was seen

• Uncommon in perception; common in VWM

• Might arise because spike timing is stochastic







Binding Errors (cont.)

Bays’ argument: Because binding errors can 
only occur between items in memory, if there 

is a “hard” limit on VWM like slot models 
propose, then binding errors should reach a 

plateau once that limit is exceeded.

However, binding errors continue to increase.



Overview

Bays overall argument, mentioned in the 
abstract, is that VWM is a continuous

resource that degrades gracefully, rather 
than a discrete resource that degrades 

spectacularly.

Similar to an analog versus digital dichotomy



Overview (cont.)

“Currently, no model incorporating a 
deterministic limit has been shown to 

reproduce the characteristic deviations from 
normality observed in [VWM] errors, and this 
is an important challenge for proponents of 

this view” (p. 433).



Discussion

Luck & Vogel (2013) reference a study 
finding that subjects cannot “trade 

precision for capacity” even when money 
was offered (p. 396)!



Luck & Vogel (2013) provide this figure 
to help visualize the arguments (p. 394).



Discussion (cont.)

Luck & Vogel (2013) do not address Bays’ 
(2015) kurtosis / abnormality argument, 

but a response may be forthcoming.
Is kurtosis the foundation for Bays’ 

argument?
If so, is it a weak foundation?

Is this a loaded question?



Discussion (cont.)

What do you think? Is visual working 
memory best characterized by a slot 
model? Perhaps there should just be 

more slots (i.e. 6 instead of 3–4)?

Is the resource / stochastic model 
superior, as Bay contends?



Oh no! I ran out of slots!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Screen_of_Death
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_Screen_of_Death


Discussion (cont.)

Is Bays being biased?

What about Luck & Vogel?

Is this factionalism (or partisanship)?

If so, is it aiding or hindering scientific 
progress in this area?



Discussion (cont.)

Who thinks a more accurate model may 
be a mix of both models?

Which elements from each model might 
be supported or unsupported?





In conclusion, Bays concedes that the 
connections between behavioral 

observations and neurophysiology are 
speculative and theoretical—further 

research is required (p. 437).
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